Cow Cement Sensor Based On Coil - Resistance Temperature Detector (C-RTD) Coupled With Four Wire Configuration Bridge (4-WCB)
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Abstract

Low Temperature Detection System on cow cement flask base on RTD-coil coupled by transducer 4-WCB has been made. Four kinds of sensor was prepared, that’s are coils from copper material with diameter 1 mm and set number of winding from 200 up to 500. Four-WCB circuit was chosen as transducer to facilitate the output voltage and to avoid the self heating on a wire directly connected with sensor. Liquid nitrogen is used as medium which its temperature will be measured. Temperature of medium was varied from -130°C up to 0°C. Collecting data was done on temperature and output voltage and output voltage was taken on each rising temperature of medium. Data temperature-voltage was analyzed by curve fitting according to quadratic polynomial \( y = ax^2 + bx + c \). Sensitivity level of sensor was determined from slope of graphics, whereas the level of stability of sensor was determined from standard deviation. From plot of temperature – voltage data, it is known that all of sensors consistently tend to follow polynomial orde-2 form. It is found that sensor with the number of windings 400 is the most sensitive, but less stable compared with sensor 200 windings. Equation for potential \((V)\) as function of temperature \((T)\) concerning with sensor 400 windings is \(V = -0.00003T^2 + 0.32T + 77.09\). This sensor has sensitivity and stability levels are 0,32 mV/°C and \(R^2 = 0.99\) respectively.
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1. Introduction

The low temperature sensor in flask cow cement currently is urgently needed. This is concerning to an effort to keep quality of cement. The disturb of cement is frequently caused by the rising temperature in the space inner flask containing liquid nitrogen. The temperature of liquid nitrogen is about -196°C. During about 2 weeks the liquid nitrogen will be lost due to evaporation to environment. Again by frequently open-close the cap of flask the nitrogen gas will exit from flask. The escaping nitrogen gas will rising temperature at inner flask. If temperature at inner flask increase up to 10°C, cow sperm in cement will death. Until now there is no instrument that monitor the existence of liquid nitrogen in flask.

One of method for detecting the existence of liquid nitrogen in flask is investigating its temperature using Coil-Resistance Temperature Detector (C-RTD). RTD is temperature detector based on change of resistance that sensitive toward the change of temperature. RTD has an advantages compared to other methods such as thermocouple that not have ability to be used for measuring the low temperature medium, or thermometer that has limitation for measuring the low and the high temperature.

At research before, it was designed the low temperature sensor using copper wire formed into a solenoid to be used as sensor. By varied diameters of wire from 0.1 mm to 0.3 mm and the varied number of winding from 3.000 to 12.000, we investigate the magnetic susceptibility at each temperature set from -120°C up to 0°C. The results show that there is no certain relation between temperature and susceptibility. In the low temperature sensor not perform the magnetic properties. Then the research be directed to investigate...
the electric properties of coil if it is exposure in the low temperature medium.

In this research to produce the true voltage on sensor we improve the type of transducer configuration from 3-WCB to 4-WCB. In the 3-WCB as revealed by the measured voltage is not only from sensor but also from wire connecting the sensor and the resistor. The longer the wire the larger the addition voltage. Again according to the flowing of current, temperature of wire will increase, and this is cause the increasing resistance. This phenomenon is called as self heating and is a serious problem in domain of temperature sensor. In 4-WCB, two output voltage probes directly measured at the end of coil sensor. With this method self heating can be avoided so that the measured voltage is more depict the actual voltage from sensor.

2. The Experiment Procedure

The sequences of process in this experiment be depicted by block diagram as in fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Block diagram of experiment](image)

Copper wire with different diameters are 0.1 mm is formed into coils with a diameter of (0.528 ± 0.005) cm. Each coil is varied on number of windings from 200 to 500. These coils were treated as temperature sensors. As showed at fig. 3, the coil was connected to 4-WCB transducer that used three resistors in its circuit that’s are 200 Ω respectively. Device is supplied by 3 volt DC power. The sensor is inserted within 250 ml Erlenmeyer tube that has been filled with liquid nitrogen as a low temperature medium. The temperature was measured by thermocouple, and the voltage was measured by multimaster type Extech 570 True RMS. Setting of medium temperature (from -130°C to 0°C) was done by evaporating nitrogen gas. At any rising temperature, the voltage is recorded.

From pictograph of temperature-voltage data points resulted from each sample, then data is fitted according to quadratic polynomial $y = ax^2 + bx + c$. The strength of relation between the two variables will be described by through index of determination ($R^2$), whereas stability level of sensor was carried out from standard deviation of data.

The next, characteristic of each equation could be detaily investigated from the value of coefficients $a$, $b$, and $c$. The $a$ illustrates level curvature of the curve, $b$ describe the slope of graphic whereas $c$ is intercept. However, among these three parameter, $b$ held the important role to give characteristic of sensor because $b$ value determine the sensitivity level of sensor. The larger $b$ the more sensitive sensor.

3. Result and Discussion

In fig. 4 it is showed a graphically description of the relationship between voltage and temperature of medium for various number of windings. From data fitting of voltage-temperature produce equations according to second order polynomial.

![Fig. 4. Output voltage from transducer 4-WCB at each of change temperature](image)
The equations are shown in Table 1. From table 1, it is appear that all samples perform a consistent relationship between temperature and voltage. The data tend to follow the 2nd order polynomial \((y = ax^2 + bx + c)\) at temperature ranging from -140 °C up to 0 °C. This is suitable with Callendar-Van Dusen formula. The goodness of fitting is indicated by the value of determination index, that is more than 0.95 for all samples. The meaning is at all sample it is found the strong relationship between temperature and voltage for temperature ranging from -130 °C to 0 °C. The \(b\) values is vary from sample to sample, and have a good particular tendency, that are the more number of windings the larger the \(b\) value. This is due to the larger number of windings the larger surface area of wire that contact with environment. This cause the sensor to be more sensitive.

Beside that from \(a\) and \(b\) values it is possible to identified the level of curvature and linearity of curve. A good sensor have linier relationship between temperature and voltage, so that from a combination of \(a\) and \(b\) values it is possible to determine which the curve that have the best level of linearity. From graph it is appear that sample 400 windings is the most linier compared with others. This sample have \(a = 0.00003\) mV/°C² and \(b = 0.32\) V/°C. This \(a\) value is most little whereas the \(b\) value is the largest. It mean that this sample have the highest sensitivity and linearity levels. The mean of sensitivity 0.32 V/°C is for each of rising of temperature 1 °C will rising a potential different 0.32 mV.

### 3. Conclusions

From the discussion above, we take a conclusion such as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sample Number of windings</th>
<th>Equation of voltage ((y)) as function of temperature ((x)) in mV</th>
<th>Standart deviation</th>
<th>Determination index, (R^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>(y = -0.0008x^2 + 0.10x + 45.72)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.9964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>(y = -0.0004x^2 + 0.28x + 56.13)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.9989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>(y = -0.00003x^2 + 0.32x + 77.09)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>(y = -0.0006x^2 + 0.33x + 80.56)</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has been produced cow cement temperature sensor using coil-RTD enhanced with transducer 4-WCB. Coil sensor with diameter 1 mm, 400 windings is the most sensitive and the most stable compared with the same diameter and another number of windings for sensing temperature ranging from -130°C up to 0°C.
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